Mesoscale Effective Property Simulations Incorporating Conductive Binder
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Lithium-ion battery electrodes are composed of active material particles, binder, and conductive additives that form an electrolyte-filled porous particle composite. The mesoscale (particle-scale) interplay of electrochemistry, mechanical deformation, and transport through this tortuous multi-component network dictates the performance of a battery at the cell-level. Effective electrode properties connect mesoscale phenomena with computationally feasible battery-scale simulations. We utilize published tomography data to reconstruct a large subsection (1000+ particles) of an NMC333 cathode into a computational mesh and extract electrode-scale effective properties from finite element continuum-scale simulations. We present a novel method to preferentially place a composite binder phase throughout the mesostructure, a necessary approach due difficulty distinguishing between non-active phases in tomographic data. We compare stress generation and effective thermal, electrical, and ionic conductivities across several binder placement approaches. Isotropic lithiation-dependent mechanical swelling of the NMC particles and the consideration of strain-dependent composite binder conductivity significantly impact the resulting effective property trends and stresses generated. Our results suggest that composite binder location significantly affects mesoscale behavior, indicating that a binder coating on active particles is not sufficient and that more accurate approaches should be used when calculating effective properties that will inform battery-scale models in this inherently multi-scale battery simulation challenge.
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Lithium-ion batteries (LIB) have established themselves as a leading form of mobile energy storage, especially for consumer devices such as phones, laptop computers, and electric vehicles. LIBs consist of anode, separator, and cathode materials sandwiched between current collectors, with the anode and cathode typically being composite materials consisting of electrochemically active material particles, a polymeric binder, and conductive additives such as carbon. Combining and processing these components forms a porous electrode whose void space is then filled with liquid electrolyte. Typical commercial LIBs contain graphite as the anode active material and lithium insertion compounds like LiCoO2 (LCO) or LiNi0.5Mn0.5O2 (NMC) for the cathode active material. Secondary electrode components typically include a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) polymeric binder, which holds active material particles together, along with carbon black to increase electrical conductivity.

Due to the widespread consumer usage of LIBs, especially as electric vehicles and their associated infrastructure become more prevalent, there is significant motivation to improve our understanding of their behavior and performance.1 While a large portion of battery research observes and models battery behavior from a cell or battery-pack level,2,4 the physical phenomena governing the battery operation take place at the mesoscale (particle-scale). At the mesoscale, electrochemical reactions occur on active material particle surfaces and ions/electrons undergo transport through the tortuous bi-continuous network formed by the constituent phases. Additionally, active materials typically experience a volumetric expansion/contraction with changes in lithiation, resulting in mechanical deformation and significant stress generation throughout the electrode.5 This can affect the electrochemical performance by damaging the particle network.5–13 While these mesoscale phenomena have significant effects on battery behavior, they are not fully understood, chiefly due to the difficulty in observing them during a transient battery charge/discharge.

Cell-level battery simulations must make simplifying assumptions about these phenomena and the particle-scale geometry in order to be computationally feasible. Effective properties intended to represent a homogenized or volume-averaged electrode and simplifications like Bruggeman’s formula are typically used.14,15 Complexly shaped mesoscale geometrical features like electrochemically active surface area and the inherently tortuous pathways for electrolytic/ionic/thermal conduction through the various constituent phases must be accurately captured to obtain realistic effective electrode-scale properties. This disconnect has resulted in a significant effort to develop mesoscale modeling and simulation capabilities within the battery modeling field.16–19 Recent advancements in mesoscale imaging techniques have enabled detailed visualization of complex electrode mesostructures,20–32 allowing modeling efforts to progress to real electrode morphologies.20,27,31–32

To bridge the gap between mesoscale and cell-level simulations, efforts have been made to extract electrode-scale properties from mesoscale reconstructions.33–41 These effective properties represent the material property value for a homogenized volume-averaged treatment of the composite electrode and are necessary to feasibly solve full-battery simulations. The properties can be extracted from mesoscale simulation tools by considering a representative volume element (RVE) which contains a sufficient amount of composite material to be representative of the bulk electrode.35,39

Despite the advancements in imaging, there has been noticeable difficulty in resolving the location of all phases within the mesostructure. Specifically, the inability to distinguish PVDF, carbon, and void from each other21,39,51 when using X-ray tomography has resulted in the omission of the PVDF and carbon black phases in many of the modeling studies referenced above. Neglecting them altogether results in a mesostructure with an artificially high porosity and low electrolyte tortuosity. Additionally, carbon additives are included to yield electrodes with sufficient electrical conductivity, making it likely that neglecting to resolve the location of carbon within the mesostructure has a significant effect on electrical conduction simulation accuracy. To address this issue, some recent efforts have been made to segment individual phases in Li-ion battery cathodes21,22,52 using electron microscopy, but these are limited to relatively small domain sizes when compared to X-ray tomography. This could mean that the scanned
subdomain is not representative of the bulk, yielding misleading properties. To account for the lack of information in larger tomography image datasets, some studies have assumed the morphology of a composite binder phase (PVDF + carbon black). Some researchers assume a thin coating of binder on active electrode particles with a focus on stress simulation, while others introduce more complex composite binder morphologies such as agglomerates/clusters and fibers/chains while focusing on electrode transport metrics such as conductivity and tortuosity. While some electrode imaging shows binder distributed throughout the void space, some recent electrode imaging suggests that binder concentrates into spaces between particles, forming pendular rings due to particle surface wetting and capillary forces during the drying process, and can migrate throughout the electrode during the drying process.

In this study, we address imaging limitations and the interest in effective electrode-scale properties by comparing electrode-scale properties from simulations on mesostructure reconstructions that consider various composite binder phase placement approaches. We are predominantly interested in effective transport properties (electrical/ionic/thermal conductivity), but also investigate geometric parameters and internal stress metrics. Traditionally, a large focus has been placed on the cathode as it is often the limiting factor in battery performance, therefore we focus here on the cathode material LiNi$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$O$_2$ (NMC333), which we refer to as NMC throughout paper. Both the models used to simulate mesoscale physical phenomena and the numerical methods used to generate mesostructural meshes are presented. We highlight several important NMC material properties that are sensitive to the amount of lithium stored in the NMC particles (mechanical swelling, electrical conductivity) and the effect that lithiation-induced particle swelling has on composite binder conductivity due to compressively straining it. These methods and material behaviors are used to compare several composite binder location representations to scenarios where composite binder is neglected to study the effects on electrode-scale effective properties as a function of NMC state of charge.

Physical Models and Electrode-Scale Effective Properties

Our aim is to compare performance properties of various mesostructure and composite binder reconstructions. Here we present the physical phenomena simulated along with the metrics used to evaluate the particle-bed reconstructions. In many cases, these metrics are effective electrode-scale properties that can be used in large-scale cell-level simulations.

Surface area.—While electrochemical simulations are outside the scope of this study, we can use geometric information such as active particle surface area as an indicator of electrochemical performance. For a given discharge current, a larger particle-electrolyte interface area results in a reduced lithium ion flux per unit area. A reduced current density corresponds to reduction in lithium gradients within the particles, allowing for increased electrode utilization (capacity), and therefore making particle surface area a valuable electrode metric. This indicates that particle-binder interface area may be relevant to electrochemistry in addition to particle-electrolyte interface area.

Transport.—Along with electrochemistry, transport phenomena largely govern electrode performance at the mesoscale. As discussed in the introduction, a main motivation for reconstructing detailed electrode scans and performing mesoscale simulations is to accurately capture the pathways for ion/electron/thermal transport and extract homogenized electrode-scale effective material properties. We focus on evaluating four effective transport properties across the electrode reconstructions: effective electrical conductivity, $\sigma_{\text{eff}}$; tortuosity, $\tau$; effective ionic conductivity, $\kappa_{\text{ion}}$; and effective thermal conductivity, $\kappa_{\text{th}}$.

In general, we model conduction through the domain by solving for steady-state conservation,

$$\nabla \cdot \mathbf{J}_k = 0,$$

where $\mathbf{J}_k$ is the generic flux vector. When solving for electrical conduction,

$$\mathbf{J}_{\text{elec}} = -\sigma_\text{i} \nabla \phi,$$

where $\phi$ is electric potential and $\sigma_\text{i}$ is the electrical conductivity of the various constituent phases ($i$). Similarly, ionic conductivity is considered by solving steady state conservation (1) where the flux if interest is ionic flux,

$$\mathbf{J}_{\text{ionic}} = -\kappa_\text{i} \nabla \phi,$$

and $\kappa_\text{i}$ is ionic conductivity of each phase, which is considered to be zero for all materials other than the electrolyte. As in the remainder of the paper, effects due to concentration gradients that may form during high-rate charge/discharge are neglected, resulting in the simplified ionic flux expression in (3). Lastly, we consider thermal transport by solving the steady state heat diffusion equation, which equates to (1) conserving a heat flux defined as

$$\mathbf{J}_{\text{heat}} = -k_\text{t} \nabla T,$$

where $k_\text{t}$ is thermal conductivity of each phase and $T$ is temperature.

In all three cases, a potential difference is applied across the electrode by applying Dirichlet (uniform potential) boundary conditions on the in-plane boundaries (parallel to current collector) and applying symmetry boundary conditions on the other four boundaries. The effective electrical conductivity can be calculated by assuming that the computational domain is a single homogeneous material and applying Ohm’s Law:

$$\sigma_{\text{eff}} = -\frac{J_{\text{elec}}}{(\phi_1 - \phi_2)/L}$$

where $J_{\text{elec}}$ represents current density in the direction of the voltage difference, $\phi_1 - \phi_2$ is the voltage difference, and $L$ is the distance between the $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ Dirichlet boundaries. $J_{\text{elec}}$ is obtained from

$$J_k = \int_S \mathbf{n} \cdot \mathbf{J}_k dS / \int_S dS,$$

where $\mathbf{n}$ is the normal vector of the Dirichlet boundary surface $S$. $\sigma_{\text{eff}}$ is likely to be dominated by the conductive composite binder phase with some contributions from the moderately conductive NMC active particle phase.

The effective ionic conductivity, $\kappa_{\text{ion}}$, is calculated similarly to (5) by considering total ion flux at the Dirichlet boundary as

$$\kappa_{\text{ion}} = -\frac{J_{\text{ionic}}}{(\phi_1 - \phi_2)/L}$$

where $J_{\text{ionic}}$ is again calculated using (6). Since ionic conduction is limited to the void/electrolyte phase, electrolyte tortuosity can be calculated with

$$\tau = \frac{\kappa_\text{i} \kappa_\text{e}}{\kappa_{\text{ion}}},$$

where $\kappa_\text{i}$ is the intrinsic ionic conductivity of the electrolyte, and $\kappa_\text{e}$ is the porosity (ratio of electrolyte volume fraction to total volume). Tortuosity is an important electrode property, especially at high power densities, as it dictates how easily lithium ions can traverse the porous electrode.

Analogously to the electrical properties discussed above, effective thermal conductivity is extracted by obtaining a thermal heat flux, $J_{\text{heat}}$, across the boundary with (6) and using Fourier’s Law,

$$\kappa_{\text{th}} = -\frac{J_{\text{heat}}}{(T_1 - T_2)/L}.$$
where $T_1 - T_2$ is the temperature difference imposed across the length $L$ of the domain. The noticeable difference between $k^{eff}$ and the effective electronic/ionic properties is that all phases are thermally conductive to some degree and will therefore all participate in heat conduction across the electrode, ultimately impacting $k^{eff}$. Effective thermal conductivity plays a large role in how efficiently the composite cathode can dissipate heat generated during charge/discharge.

**Mechanics.**—Mechanics within the mesostructure are of interest here due to their impact on the transport physics previously discussed. In addition, mechanical phenomena likely play a significant role in battery cycle life and electrode degradation. In these simulations, mechanical deformation of the composite cathode phases is considered to be quasi-static and is governed by the conservation of linear momentum,

$$\nabla \cdot \sigma = 0,$$

where $\sigma$ is the Cauchy stress tensor. Here, we consider two components of the stress: a linear-elastic response and lithiation-induced swelling in the NMC phase. We approach the lithiation strain analogously to Vegard’s law and have detailed this approach previously. We assume deformation in the small strain limit and thus the constitutive response takes the form

$$\sigma = C \epsilon : (\epsilon - \beta \Delta C_{Li}),$$

where $C_i$ is the fourth-order elasticity tensor, $\epsilon$ is the small strain tensor, and $\beta \Delta C_{Li}$ represents the lithiation-induced swelling strains within NMC where $\Delta C_{Li}$ is a simple lithium concentration difference from the reference state of $Li_0\cdot Sn_{1/3}Mn_{1/3}Co_{1/3}O_2$. The second-order tensor $\beta$ is a material property defined by $\beta = \epsilon_{lith} / \Delta C_{Li}$ where $\epsilon_{lith}$ is the lithiation-induced strain tensor. While recent studies suggest the mechanical behavior may be much more complicated than this, the current approach allows a first look at the mechanical effects.

Solving the conservation equation yields stress and strain fields throughout the computational domain, allowing for comparison between various mesostructures. Strain values are useful when considering strain-dependent material properties. Using the stress tensor field, we extract two scalar stress fields that facilitate an understanding of the stress environment experienced by the NMC particles. The first is the von Mises stress ($\sigma_v$), which is typically used as an indicator of stress state and to calculate a material’s yield criterion. The von Mises stress field is defined by

$$\sigma_v = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{s_i s_j s_i s_j},$$

where $s_{ij}$ are components of the stress deviator tensor, $s_{dev}$. It is likely that high stress states could lead to particle fracture and reduced electrode performance, making the von Mises stress a useful metric. The second scalar stress field metric considered is the maximum shear stress,

$$\tau_{max} = \frac{1}{2} (\sigma_1 - \sigma_3),$$

where $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_3$ are the principal stresses. Maximum shear stress may be of interest when considering particle-particle separation due to swelling.

**Numerical Methods**

We begin by presenting the methods used to generate a computational mesh that represents a cathode particle bed mesostructure composed of NMC active material particles and a non-active region from tomography imaging data. That method is then extended to include several approaches that add additional NMC material or a composite binder phase to account for the inability to distinguish between non-active materials (binder, conductive additive, and void) in the imaging data.

**Image reconstruction and mesh generation.**—As discussed in Ref. 23, various tomography techniques exhibit a trade-off between image resolution and domain size. High resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging indicates that microscale NMC particles are typically spherical agglomerates of many nanoscale primary particles. However, feasible 3D representations of electrode microstructures are limited in size when using SEM. In contrast, X-ray tomographic microscopy (XTM) is capable of imaging relatively large electrode volumes representing thousands of sufficiently resolved NMC secondary particles. However, the XTM imaging is not capable of resolving the surface details of the secondary particles, neglecting the the nanoporosity and surface roughness resulting from the agglomerate nature of the particles. Additionally, it is not possible to distinguish between the various non-active material regions of carbon black, PVDF, and epoxy (por/electrolyte) in these XTM images, which is true of many composite cathode image stacks in the literature. For now, we consider only two regions: active and non-active.

To investigate the role of composite binder within the mesostructure, we selected a cathode from the XTM data published by the Wood group at ETH Zurich, which provides image stacks representing LiNi$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$O$_2$ (NMC333) particle beds that are approximately 700x700x70μm$^3$ in size. The electrode corresponding to a 92/4/4 wt% loading of NMC/Carbon Black/PVDF and a calendaring pressure of 600 bar was selected for this study. We chose to use XTM data due to the large sample volume spanning many thousands of NMC particles. Through a separate study, we determined that a large computational domain size is critical when treating the electrode subset as a representative volume element (RVE) that exhibits bulk properties. In contrast, property values obtained from small domain sizes spanning only a few particles can vary widely depending on location, resulting in a poor RVE.

Using the commercially available image processing software Avizo (FEI, Hillsboro, OR) along with the published image data where individual particles have been identified via grayscale pixel coloring, a 3D volume representation for each NMC particle was generated within Avizo. From each particle volume, a surface mesh can be generated and exported in a standard format, such as a standard tessellation language (STL) file. There are inherent errors introduced when reconstructing smooth 3D geometries from pixelated image data. Furthermore, there is evidence that significant errors were introduced in the particle labeling process performed by Ebner et al. A pixel count comparison between the binarized images and the images where individual particles have been identified and labeled shows a noticeable reduction in active material volume fractions after the labeling process. This is likely due to using a watershed method, which could result in decreased particle size by removing a single layer of voxels (each 370 nm x 370 nm) from particle surfaces. To mitigate these errors and approximations, we confirm that the final volume fractions of active and non-active regions in our finite element mesh match the volume fractions calculated from the binarized images and reported in Ref. 23. This is accomplished by growing/offsetting each particle surface by 330 nm normal to the surface, a value that is consistent with the hypothesized source of the error.

Once a set of STL surface mesh files representing individual NMC particles has been extracted from the data, an interface-conformal computational mesh can be created by using the Conformal Decomposition Finite Element Method (CDFEM) within Sandia’s SIERRA/Krino library. Details on CDFEM theory have been published elsewhere, but we summarize the process here for completeness. The process begins with the selection of a generic tetrahedral mesh that defines the bounds and spatial resolution of the computational domain and is referred to as the background mesh. The automated algorithm begins by converting each particle STL file into a level-set distance field representation ($\phi$) on the background mesh, where $\phi$ is a signed euclidean distance function with $\phi = 0$.
representing the particle surface and \( \psi < 0 \) representing the region inside the particle. CDFEM uses the level-set field to decompose the background mesh into an interface-conformal mesh. Elements are decomposed by adding nodes where the \( \psi = 0 \) surface intersects the edges of background mesh elements. The result is a connected 3D mesh that conforms to the interfaces defined by the original STL surfaces. By obtaining one STL file per particle, and therefore generating one level-set per particle, each particle surface can be conforms to individually and each particle can be treated separately in a finite element simulation. This distinction makes consideration of particle-particle contact phenomena or application of anisotropic material properties on a per-particle basis possible.

A visualization of the CDFEM process is provided in Figure 1. In Figure 1a, the uniform tetrahedral background mesh is colored gray, while the overlaid colored curves represent particle interfaces. The interfaces are not part of the mesh and are shown here to aid in visualization. The resulting mesh is shown in Figure 1b and demonstrates that the mesh has conformed to the particle interfaces by cutting the mesh elements that were intersected by a particle surface. A portion of the 3D mesh created by the CDFEM process is provided in Figure 2, where the active (NMC particles) and non-active (electrolyte+composite binder) phases are visualized separately.

In a separate study, we performed in-depth analysis of domain size effects and verification of spatial discretization error on reconstructions of the XTM data from Ebner et al.23 The background mesh utilized in this study measures 100 \( \times \) 100 \( \times \) 60 \( \mu \text{m} \) in size, which corresponds to a 1050-particle subset of the selected dataset and is shown in Figure 3. This size was chosen as it spans almost the entire thickness of the electrode (\( \sim 70 \mu \text{m} \)) and 100 \( \mu \text{m} \times 100 \mu \text{m} \) was determined to be a large enough lateral cross-section to reliably represent bulk properties. To keep discretization errors in effective properties less than 10% relative error while maintaining computational feasibility,

A background mesh element size of 0.75 \( \mu \text{m} \) was selected for this study, yielding computational meshes composed of approximately 20 million tetrahedral elements. We utilize the Galerkin finite-element method (FEM) within the SIERRA/Aria multi-physics simulation module to solve the governing equations presented.23 Each set of physics (mechanical, thermal, electrical, ionic) is solved separately using Newton-Raphson nonlinear iterations combined with an algebraic multi-level preconditioned GMRES iterative linear solver. The mechanics simulation is performed first due to the strain-dependent composite binder conductivity relationship considered in our study.

**Composite binder representations.**—In order to account for the previously discussed limitations in distinguishing the composite binder from pores/electrolyte in experimental image data, several approaches for achieving the correct electrode porosity are considered for comparison. We treat the composite binder as a solid, therefore the correct electrode porosity (volume fraction of electrolyte) can be expressed as

\[
\varepsilon_e = 1 - \varepsilon_{NMC} = \varepsilon_{NMC} \left[ \frac{x_C}{100 - x_C - x_{PVDF}} \right] \left( \frac{\rho_{NMC}}{\rho_C} \right)
+ \left( \frac{x_{PVDF}}{100 - x_C - x_{PVDF}} \right) \left( \frac{\rho_{NMC}}{\rho_{PVDF}} \right) \tag{14}
\]

where \( x_{NMC} \) is the volume fraction of active material extracted from the imaging data, and density values of \( \rho_C = 2 \text{ g/cm}^3 \), \( \rho_{PVDF} = 1.78 \text{ g/cm}^3 \), and \( \rho_{NMC} = 4.7 \text{ g/cm}^3 \) are assumed for the carbon black, dry PVDF, and NMC, respectively.23 Weight loading percentages of \( x_C = 4 \) and \( x_{PVDF} = 4 \) for the carbon black and PVDF secondary additives are taken from the experimental manufacturing details.23 For this electrode sample and domain chosen, we obtain \( \varepsilon_{NMC} = 0.462 \) from the binarized images resulting in a porosity value of \( \varepsilon_e = 0.438 \), which agrees with the reported values in the publication corresponding to the image data.23

**Approach 1: particle expansion.**—The simplest approach to obtain the correct porosity is to enlarge or swell each particle by a thickness that results in the correct porosity. This approach captures the correct porosity, but artificially adds more active material than the raw images indicate. When choosing this route, one must decide how to account for the effects of the composite binder that is being neglected. For this study we assume that the expanded NMC particles retain intrinsic NMC material properties. The comparison of the original scan reconstruction (“raw” mesostructure) and the expanded-particles mesostructure resulting in the correct porosity is shown in Figure 4. It is clear that some pore space has been replaced by active material, which decreases the porosity and enlarges conductive pathways.
This particle expansion is achieved by offsetting each particle surface location by a constant distance normal to the surface. This numerically equates to

$$\psi_{P, expanded,i} = \psi_{P,i} - O,$$

where the offset, $O$, is applied to each individual particle level-set, $\psi_{P,i}$, before the CDFEM mesh-cutting process. For this electrode sample, an expansion distance of $O = 340$ nm resulted in the correct porosity value of $\varepsilon_r = 0.438$. Expanding the particles creates a scenario where two particles that were in contact are now defined as overlapping, meaning multiple level-set fields have negative values at the same location in space. Since the level-set fields represent distance functions, the overlap region is effectively smoothly bisected by assigning every point in space to the level-set whose value is the smallest (most negative).

**Approach 2: uniform composite binder coating.**—A similar yet more accurate approach is to apply a uniform coating of composite binder onto the particle surfaces. While this approach leaves no particle-electrolyte area for electrochemical reactions to occur, it is a commonly used approach due to its relatively straightforward implementation, especially in mechanically focused studies. The coating thickness is again based on a calculation of the correct volume fractions from (14). While adding a third material phase to the computational domain may involve more effort, there is no artificial increase in active material capacity, which would cause erroneous performance simulations, especially in electrochemical simulations. Furthermore, the material properties of the composite binder can now be explicitly accounted for. Since the composite binder is significantly more conductive than the active NMC material, this will likely have a large impact on simulated electrical behavior. A visual representation of the binder coating approach is presented in 2D in Figure 5a and 3D in Figure 6a.

The binder coating mesh can be generated with CDFEM using several approaches. Here, we choose to use a segregated approach where we first perform CDFEM to produce a mesh that decomposes the domain into active particle regions and a non-active region followed by a subsequent CDFEM routine where the non-active region of the first mesh is decomposed into two regions: electrolyte and composite binder. While the decomposition into particles, composite binder, and electrolyte could all be performed in one step, the first step of the segregated process was already completed (referred to as “raw” mesostructure) and this approach guarantees that the particles are identically meshed when comparing different composite binder representations.

To decompose the non-active region of the raw mesostructure mesh, a single level-set field representing composite binder is generated by reading all STL files defining particle surfaces and considering the combination as a single zero level. As in the expanded particles case, the level-set field representing the composite binder coating, $\psi_{B, coating}$, is derived from offsetting before decomposition,

$$\psi_{B, coating} = \psi_{P, all} - O,$$

where $O$ is the offset value and $\psi_{P, all}$ is the level-set distance field generated from the consideration of all particle level-sets at each point in the domain and is defined as

$$\psi_{P, all} = \min (\psi_{P, i}, ..., \psi_{P, N})$$

where particle number index $i$ ranges from 1 to the total number of particles, $N$. The non-active region is then decomposed into a composite binder phase ($\psi_{B, coating} < 0$) and an electrolyte phase ($\psi_{B, coating} > 0$). An offset value of $O = 340$ nm again yields the correct electrode porosity, since adding a 340 nm coating of composite binder has the same effect on porosity as uniformly expanding each particle by that same distance.

**Approach 3: composite binder near particle contacts.**—As discussed in the introduction, imaging studies have suggested that the composite binder phase typically resides near the particle contacts forming pendular rings that are hypothesized to form due to particle surface wetting combined with capillary transport during the drying process. We have reproduced the image published by Jaiser et al. in Figure 7 for comparison with our effort to mimic this structure in our computational domain. We again start from the raw mesostructure mesh previously decomposed into active and non-active regions, considering the non-active region to be our background mesh for this CDFEM process. First, a level-set is generated for each particle surface ($\psi_{P,i}$), followed by the generation of a single composite binder level-set constructed by evaluating

$$\psi_{B, contacts} = \min \left[ (\psi_{P,i} + O) \ast (\psi_{P,j} + O) - S, ..., (\psi_{P,N} + O) \ast (\psi_{P,N} + O) - S \right], i \neq j$$

at each point in space, where particle number indexes $i$ and $j$ independently range from 1 to $N$, $O$ again denotes a level-set offset, and $S$ is a non-physical size parameter that dictates the size of the “smooth bridge” created between particles. For each pair of particles, the particle level-sets are uniformly shrunk by offset $O$, multiplied together, and then grown by the product offset parameter $S$, which preferentially places composite binder in regions close to two particles. The effect of the offset and size parameters on two adjacent spherical particles is visualized in Figure 8.
It is important to note that many combinations of the parameters $O$ and $S$ could represent the correct volume fraction of composite binder while resulting in different morphologies with varying amounts of particle coverage. In the limit $O = 0$, the entire particle surface would be covered with binder, so a value that sufficiently moves the level-set zeros to reside within each particle needs to be used. However, such a scenario results in no binder phase, so the value of $S$ is increased until the composite binder phase is sufficiently represented. Values of $O = 970$ nm and $S = 4.05 \times 10^9 \text{nm}^2$ were determined to yield the correct electrode porosity value while best resembling Figure 7, as visualized in Figure 6b. The two most important features are captured: there is sufficient binder near particle-particle contacts to allow for conduction, and binder does not fully coat the particles, removing the possibility of a conduction pathway that entirely bypasses the active material. We don’t expect results to be highly sensitive to the exact $S$ and $O$ combination chosen, provided that $O$ is sufficiently large ($\sim 1 \mu$m) and $S$ is increased to match the correct volume fraction.

Figure 8. Visualization of the effect of parameters $O$ and $S$ in (18) on two synthetic particles denoted by subscript 1 and 2 (blue, green) and non-active region (gray) where the overlaid red line represents the equation (a) $\phi_1 + \phi_2 = 0$ (b) $\phi_1 + \phi_2 - S = 0$ (c) $(\phi_1 + O) + (\phi_2 + O) - S = 0$. The resulting geometry/mesh composite is shown in (d) where the non-active region in (a)-(c) (gray) has been decomposed into composite binder (red) and electrolyte (white).

Approach 2a/3a: separating particles.—Advanced element-mapping imaging techniques suggest that binder resides between active particles, but the imaging techniques informing our mesostructure reconstruction process have a voxel resolution of 370 nm" and therefore may not be able to resolve particle-particle separation distances smaller than that resolution. To investigate the impact of this limitation, we recreate the two binder location approaches above (Approaches 2 and 3) but first place a 1/2 voxel (190 nm) composite binder interface layer between each pair of particles that are separated by a distance less than 190 nm. As this involves removing a small fraction of active material, the level-set describing the interface layer must be included in the initial decomposition along with the particle level-sets and is expressed as

$$\psi_{B, \text{interface}} = \min \left[ \max \left( \psi_{P,j} - I, \psi_{P,j} - I \right), \ldots, \max \left( \psi_{P,N} - I, \psi_{P,N} - I \right) \right], i \neq j$$

where $I$ is the composite binder interface thickness and $i$ and $j$ again span the range of $N$ particles. $\psi_{B, \text{interface}}$ inherently overlaps particle level-sets, and the domain decomposition is handled as explained in the expanded particles method description. This algorithm is used in combination with the binder approaches discussed above, allowing comparisons between cases with and without an interface binder layer. The combination of this forced binder interface layer and the near-contacts binder approach on two spherical particles is presented visually in Figure 9 as an example.

Material Properties

Here we focus on presenting the material properties included in our study that likely play a large role in determining electrode-scale effective properties. Lithiation-induced swelling and lithiation-dependent NMC electrical conductivity ($\sigma_{NMC}$) are discussed first, followed by the introduction of a novel composite binder conductivity ($\sigma_{b}$) approach where the value of $\sigma_{b}$ is strain-dependent.

NMC mechanical swelling and conductivity.—NMC electrical conductivity ($\sigma_{NMC}$) has been shown to have a very strong dependence on state of charge, as evidenced by the piecewise-linear reproduction of findings by Amin et al. shown in Figure 10a.\textsuperscript{17} With such an extreme reduction in NMC conductivity at high lithium concentrations, the
high-conductivity composite binder will likely play a large role in electrical performance at those states of charge.

There have been several studies that aim to quantify how the lattice spacing parameters of a layered oxide crystal structure change when lithium insertion compounds lose/gain lithium.76,77 These studies show that there is a small but measurable volume dependence when lithium insertion compounds lose/gain lithium.76,77 These studies show that there is a small but measurable volume dependence on lithiation. Additionally, it is clear that this volume change is anisotropic, with the crystal structure shrinking in the in-plane or a direction while expanding in the out-of-plane or ε direction. Although the single-crystal strain is anisotropic, we consider the lithiation-induced volume change to be isotropic since the microscale NMC particles under consideration are typically agglomerates of many smaller NMC primary particles rather than single crystals.23 A linear relationship between lithiation and crystal lattice unit cell volume was fit to the experimental study of NMC333 performed by Kam et al.76. Due to an isotropic swelling assumption, the lithiation-dependent strain in each coordinate direction is equivalent and can be described by

$$\epsilon_{lith,xx} = \epsilon_{lith,yy} = \epsilon_{lith,zz} = \frac{1}{3} \epsilon_{lith,x} = 0.010279x - 0.00514$$

where x represents the stoichiometric value of lithium in NMC and $\epsilon_{lith,x}$ is lithiation-induced engineering volume strain relative to the assumed zero strain reference point where $x = 0.5$. $\epsilon_{lith,x}$ is assumed to be a diagonal tensor with diagonal values of $\epsilon_{lith,xx}, \epsilon_{lith,yy}, \epsilon_{lith,zz}$, and $\epsilon_{lith,zz}$. This relationship is plotted in Figure 10b and corresponds to a volume increase of 1.54% as NMC is lithiated from $x = 0.5$ to $x = 1$. Active particle swelling causes large stresses to form as the relatively stiff particles interact.53,59

Furthermore, composite binder surrounding and between particles experiences compressive strains due to the particle swelling, which has recently been shown to impact its properties and is discussed in the next section. The lithiation-induced volume strain is treated analogously to a thermal expansion and its implementation is discussed in our physical models section.

**Strain-dependent composite binder conductivity.**—Recent experimental work78,79 has determined that the electrical conductivity of the composite binder phase is strain-dependent, likely due to carbon particles/agglomerates being pushed into closer proximity when the composite binder is compressed. Using data from Grillet et al.,79 we develop relationships for electrical conductivity as a function of engineering volume strain for both fresh and mechanically cycled composite binder films. In their study, composite binder films were swollen with electrolyte and then subjected to compressive strain/relaxation cycles while measuring electrical conductivity. We define “fresh” properties as measurements from the second strain cycle, while “cycled” properties correspond to measurements made after ~15 strain/relaxation cycles. There is a noticeable difference in conductive quality of the composite binder after strain cycling, a process which likely occurs during electrochemical cycling within the electrode mesostructure due to the expansion of the NMC particles upon lithiation. The best-fit linear relationships for conductivity are

$$\sigma_{b, fresh} = -17.3967 \epsilon_x + 0.01593$$

and

$$\sigma_{b, cycled} = -9.18767 \epsilon_x + 0.001879$$

in S/cm and are presented along with the experimental data points in Figure 11. Engineering volume strain, $\epsilon_x$, is defined as

$$\epsilon_x = \frac{V - V_0}{V_0} = \text{det} F - 1$$

where $F$ is the deformation gradient obtained from the mechanical swelling simulation, $V_0$ is the original unstrained volume, and $V$ is the deformed volume resulting from the particle swelling simulation. A det$F$ value and associated conductivity is calculated for each point in the composite binder phase following the mechanical swelling simulation and is provided to electrical conductivity simulations.

As the volume strain for a given element in the computational domain may exceed the range of experimental data used to determine the linear relationships, the conductivity vs. strain function is held constant outside of acceptable conductivity bounds. Any $\epsilon_x$ values that are less than zero (location is in tension) are held to the unstrained conductivity value ($\epsilon_x = 0$) due to lack of tensile strain versus conductivity relationship information. We bound the upper limit of conductivity to the manufacturer-specified intrinsic conductivity of the Denka acetylene black conductive additive used to make the composite binder.
Figure 11. Electrical conductivity vs. volume strain for both fresh and mechanically cycled binder films swollen with electrolyte solution. The data points represent averages across 4 samples\textsuperscript{74}, and the lines represent the best-fit linear relationships used in our simulations and described by (21) and (22).

Figure 12. Comparison of (a) unstrained vs. (b) swollen NMC particles. Particle swelling compresses the composite binder, increasing its conductivity in accordance with (21) and (22). The particles (gray) and electrolyte (white) are included for clarity, and the color map represents composite binder electrical conductivity in $\text{S/cm}$.

Table I. Summary of material properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>NMC</th>
<th>Composite Binder</th>
<th>Electrolyte</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electrical conductivity</td>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>$\text{S/cm}$</td>
<td>4.0$^{82}$</td>
<td>0.2$^{64,85}$</td>
<td>0.16$^{86}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$\text{W/m-K}$</td>
<td>$139 \times 10^9$ $^{87}$</td>
<td>70 $\times 10^9$ $^{79}$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus</td>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>$\text{Pa}$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.2$^{66}$</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Material properties summary.—We conclude this section by tabulating relevant material properties in Table I. A value for ionic conductivity in the electrolyte, $\kappa_\text{e}$, is omitted as the metric of interest when calculating tortuosity is relative ($\kappa_\text{eff}/\kappa_\text{e}$) and therefore an arbitrary value of $\kappa_\text{e}$ was used for those simulations. We were unable to locate an intrinsic thermal conductivity value for any formulation of NMC material in the literature, so a $k$ value for LCO material is used.$^{82}$

Results and Discussion

Geometric and physical metrics extracted from mesoscale simulations are presented here. Throughout this section, we use abbreviated names for the mesostructures detailed in the image reconstruction and mesh generation section above. The original image reconstruction, where there is simply an active (NMC) and non-active segmentation (electrolyte), is referred to as raw (Figure 4a). The case where the particles are expanded to yield the correct porosity, while still neglecting the presence of composite binder is denoted as expanded (Approach 1, Figure 4b). The two composite binder representation cases are referred to as coating and contacts, corresponding to Approach 2 and Approach 3 visualized in Figure 5a, 5b, respectively. We assume there is no particle-particle contact resistance and no binder interface layer is forced between particles with the exception of the study specifically focusing on the addition of a thin interface layer separating all particle contacts. Properties that are sensitive to lithiation are presented as curves against degree of cathode lithiation, while lithiation-insensitive metrics are presented as bar charts. We begin by discussing the particle surface areas, followed by the stresses generated within the mesostructure due to NMC swelling. Next, we discuss the electrode’s effective electrical conductivity, ionic conductivity (tortuosity), and thermal conductivity.

Surface area.—Particle surface area is an important metric when considering electrochemistry within the electrode and is typically represented in battery-scale simulations through the specific surface area, $a$, which is the ratio of particle surface area to particle volume. While $a$ is typically approximated by assuming a packed bed of spherical particles,$^{16}$ here we report specific surface areas of the real electrode mesostructure reconstructions in Figure 13. Both particle-electrolyte ($p - e$ Area) and particle-binder ($p - b$ Area) interface areas are included. Expanding the particles increases surface area by $\sim 6.5\%$ but also increases volume by $\sim 20\%$, resulting in the reduced $a$ value reported. By definition, we see that the coating case converts all particle surface area to particle-binder interface area. Interestingly, our choice of parameters results in $\sim 80\%$ of the particle surface being covered with composite binder in the contacts case. This is a useful finding, as an accurate representation of the mesostructure likely needs to distinguish $p - e$ Area and $p - b$ Area for use in electrochemical simulations.

For comparison to traditional approximations, we can calculate the average spherical particle radius of this electrode by using the particle size distribution (PSD) information provided with the image data by Ebner et al.$^{23}$ An average particle radius approach is very typical in macroscale simulation efforts.$^{75}$ From the PSD volume value for each particle, we can calculate each particle’s radius assuming it is spherical and obtain an average particle radius of $R_p = 2.878 \mu$m and a corresponding specific surface area of $a = 3/R_p = 1.04 \mu$m$^{-1}$. This approximated $a$ value is $81\%$ higher than our observed value of $0.576 \mu$m$^{-1}$ largely due to reducing the particle size distribution to a single radius and not accounting for particle-particle contact area and...
non-spherical particles. If we instead use the individual particle radii and sum individual particle surface areas and volumes (again assuming spheres), the $a$ value is 0.604 $\mu$m$^{-1}$. This value is significantly closer ($\sim$4.9% error) to the value extracted from our mesostructure, despite not accounting for particle-particle contact or non-spherical particles, indicating that a full reconstruction into a 3D geometry may not be necessary to calculate volumes and surface areas for these NMC datasets if particle size distribution information is not averaged. In order to isolate the error due to a spherical particle assumption, we can include particle-particle contact area in the reconstruction $a$ calculation. The value of $a$ increases from 0.576 to 0.597 $\mu$m$^{-1}$, resulting in a spherical assumption error of only $\sim$1.2% and indicating that neglecting particle-particle contact area introduces more error than assuming spherical particles. It is important to note that the discrepancy between idealized spherical surface area and truly available surface area becomes more significant with consideration of the composite binder phase blocking some portion of the particle surfaces, which may necessitate the examination of a 3D geometry reconstruction with strategically placed binder as we have done here.

**Mechanical stress.**—After mesh generation and geometry measurement, the next step in our process is to apply a uniform lithium concentration in all NMC particles and simulate the associated mechanical swelling. Since the boundaries of the composite electrode are fixed, this swelling generates significant stresses within the domain near particle-particle contact regions, as shown in Figure 14a. We note that since particle surface roughness is not captured in the reconstruction, surface stress values may be misrepresented here. We also acknowledge that while we are applying a uniform lithium concentration value, significant concentration gradients may be present within the NMC particles during high-rate battery operation. In Ref. 39, transient simulations similar to our steady-state simulations were performed for an LCO electrode mesostructure. They predict that the difference in maximum von Mises stress within the domain only changes 9% when comparing across charge rates of 0.01C to 10.0C, therefore we have neglected the transient effects here when comparing across binder geometries. We extract several representative metrics across lithiation states and present the results in Figure 15. We consider both fresh (top row) and cycled (bottom row) composite binder properties. Due to the lower concentration in all NMC particles and simulate the associated mechanical conductivity field can be populated and simulation of electrical conductivity is possible. A visualization of a typical resulting voltage field is presented in Figure 14b and the comparison of effective electrical conductivity considering several parameter permutations across lithiation states is provided in Figure 17. We consider both fresh (top row) and cycled (bottom row) composite binder properties. Due to the lower

**Electrical conductivity.**—Once the stress/strain response due to NMC swelling has been calculated, the strain-dependent binder conductivity field can be populated and simulation of electrical conductivity is possible. A visualization of a typical resulting voltage field is presented in Figure 14b and the comparison of effective electrical conductivity considering several parameter permutations across lithiation states is provided in Figure 17. We consider both fresh (top row) and cycled (bottom row) composite binder properties. Due to the lower
than expected magnitude of the published strain-dependent binder conductivity used in our study, we consider both the experimental values from\textsuperscript{79} (left column) and the application of a 10x multiplier on the composite binder conductivity vs. strain relationship (right column). All four approaches are again represented, and the mesostructures that include composite binder have two lines each, corresponding to two composite binder conductivity ($\sigma_b$) field approaches: one that exhibits spatially-varying strain-dependence and one that assumes a uniform, constant value equal to the unstrained $\sigma_b$ value. Since we consider the $x = 0.5$ state of charge as the strain-free state, effective conductivity values for the strain-dependent and constant $\sigma_b$ approaches are equivalent there.

For all binder geometries and conductivities considered, the effective electrical conductivity of the composite electrode, $\sigma^{eff}$, is higher when binder is present in the domain. This is not surprising, as one role of the composite binder is to improve conductivity. The data presented in Figure 10a demonstrates a severe decrease in NMC conductivity as lithiation increases, causing most of the $\sigma^{eff}$ trends to likewise exhibit a decrease with increasing lithiation. The near-zero $\sigma^{eff}$ values at higher lithiation states for the two cases without binder are especially noteworthy and highlight that composite binder effects cannot be neglected.

The dotted lines representing a constant value for $\sigma_b$ all decrease with lithiation, as expected due to decreasing $\sigma_{NMC}$ being the sole lithiation-dependent intrinsic $\sigma$ value. However, when strain-dependent composite binder conductivity is considered (solid lines), there is a competition between decreasing $\sigma_{NMC}$ and increasing $\sigma_b$ due to increasing compressive binder strain as lithiation increases. Depending on the magnitude of $\sigma_b$ considered, we see that competition result in different behaviors, with $\sigma^{eff}$ even increasing with lithiation in some cases. Neglecting strain-dependent $\sigma_b$ properties results in up to a 50% reduction in predicted $\sigma^{eff}$, indicating that it is a significant property to include in future simulation efforts.

In subplots (a), (c), and (d), there is a point where the coating $\sigma^{eff}$ crosses the contacts $\sigma^{eff}$. At low lithiation states, the contacts case typically exhibits higher conductivity due to wider conductive pathways from one particle to the next. However, since binder is only placed near multi-particle regions, the particle phase must participate in most conductive pathways, making the $\sigma^{eff}$ sensitive to $\sigma_{NMC}$. In contrast,
the $\sigma_{eff}$ value for the coating case is less sensitive to decreasing $\sigma_{NMC}$ because current can flow entirely through the composite binder phase from boundary to boundary. In general, this feature causes the contacts case to exhibit lower $\sigma_{eff}$ values as the $\sigma_b/\sigma_{NMC}$ ratio increases. Despite $\sigma_{NMC}$ decreasing over 4 orders of magnitude from $x = 0.5$ to $x = 1.0$, we see only a 10% decrease in the coating $\sigma_{eff}$ in subplot (a) and an overall increase in coating $\sigma_{eff}$ in both (b) and (d). A visual example of this effect is presented in Figure 18 where significantly higher current density through the NMC particle phase is necessitated by strain-dependent effects on the composite binder phase does not accurately capture the locally varying strain-dependence of its electrical conductivity. The two different binder location approaches also show significantly different behavior, indicating that a simple uniform binder coating representation does not sufficiently capture electrical transport through the composite structure, chiefly due to its ability to entirely bypass conduction through the NMC particle phase.

**Electrolyte tortuosity/ionic conductivity.**—Transport of lithium ions through the tortuous electrolyte-filled pore network is another process that impacts battery-scale performance, especially at high discharge rates where ions can form a gradient across the cell-sandwich as they travel between electrodes. Therefore, ionic conductivity and/or tortuosity of the pore network is a useful metric that can directly inform battery-scale simulations. Table II presents both ionic conductivity and tortuosity for the four mesostructure representations. Due to its artificially high porosity, the raw mesostructure unsurprisingly shows a significantly reduced prediction of tortuosity. Interestingly, despite having the same porosity, the contacts mesostructure exhibits a significantly higher tortuosity than the coating and expanded cases, due to its preferential placement of binder near particle contacts, which effectively blocks ionic transport through gaps between particles.

**Thermal conductivity.**—Effective thermal conductivity of the composite cathode is a measurement that is utilized by many macroscale battery modeling efforts and affects how well heat dissipates and transports to the battery boundaries during operation. Effective thermal conductivity values for the four mesostructures are presented in Table II. Since intrinsic thermal conductivity values of composite binder and electrolyte are similar, neglecting binder (raw) and differences in binder location (coating vs. contacts) has a negligible effect on effective thermal transport. In contrast, the expanded case shows significantly higher prediction of effective thermal conductivity, due to the replacement of composite binder/electrolyte with higher thermal conductivity active material. We observe a ~50% increase in effective conductivity although the active material volume increases

![Figure 18](image1.png)

**Figure 18.** Comparison of current density magnitude on the two binder representations, (a) contacts and (b) coating, both with fresh binder, fully lithiated, highlighting the current flow through the NMC particles in (a) and the ability for current to bypass the particles in (b).
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**Figure 19.** (a) Spatial means of composite binder conductivity, $\sigma_b$, across lithiation states and (b) the resulting $\sigma_{eff}$ prediction when using a spatial mean as compared to spatially varying strain-dependent $\sigma_b$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mesostructure</th>
<th>$\kappa_{eff}/\kappa_a$</th>
<th>$\tau$</th>
<th>$\kappa_{eff}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raw</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expanded</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coating</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacts</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>0.734</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Relative effective ionic conductivity, corresponding tortuosity, and effective thermal conductivity for each mesostructure representation.
just ∼20%. As with the electrical conductivity results, this is due to the creation of many high thermal conductivity pathways through the domain. By expanding neighboring particles slightly, they come into contact and thus a conduction pathway is able to largely bypass low conductivity binder/electrolyte, significantly increasing effective conductivity.

Separating particles with composite binder.—As visualized in Figure 9, we consider an additional set of mesostructure cases where all touching particles are separated by a 190 nm composite binder interface layer. The approach replaces any particle-particle contact area with particle-binder area, increasing the latter by 3.3%. This approach yields very minor changes in the effective transport properties discussed previously, but does have a significant effect on the stresses generated within the mesostructure. Figure 20 compares the coating and contacts mesostructure cases to their counterpart versions where an interface binder layer is inserted. Even a small layer of the relatively compliant composite binder reduces stresses by a factor of ∼4.5×, hinting that the composite binder may play a large role in mitigating swelling-induced stress by providing a cushion between particles. Unfortunately, if the composite binder does reside between all particle-particle contacts as we suspect, the significant uncertainty in its size would likely have a significant impact on stress predictions.

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented several methods that can be used to generate computational meshes from tomography-based composite electrode image stacks with a focus on accounting for the inability to distinguish between non-active phases in the images. We presented three approaches to achieve the correct electrode porosity from binarized active/non-active images: expanding each active particle, applying a uniform composite binder coating on the particles, and a novel approach where binder is preferentially placed near particle contacts in a way that resembles more detailed imaging results in the literature. The binder placement techniques presented here can be applied to many types of composite electrodes where active material and binder are mixed into a slurry and then dried (LiCoO₂, LiFePO₄, graphite, etc.). We used finite element method simulations to solve both mechanics and transport governing equations in order to extract electrode-scale effective transport properties from the various mesostructure representations. Within these simulations, we consider the lithiation-dependent mechanical swelling and intrinsic electrical conductivity exhibited by the NMC material as well as strain-dependent composite binder electrical conductivity.

Our mesh generation process is unique in that we can include a very large (1000+) number of individual particles and reconstruct a real electrode mesostructure, rather than using isolated particles or synthetic particle geometries. Identifying individual particles allows us to determine particle-particle contact regions and apply our novel composite binder placement algorithm to yield mesostructures that align well with imaging studies by placing composite binder near those regions in a pendular ring shape. This allows us to compare approximations in binder placement and determine if a simple binder coating significantly deviates from a more complex approach. Additionally, we have the ability to separate the particles with a thin interface layer of composite binder, which may be more representative but invisible due to imaging resolution limitations. While previous work has considered isotropic particle swelling within a reconstructed electrode mesostructure, this is the first study that couples the resulting mechanical strain with electrical conductivity simulation by incorporating recently published evidence of composite binder strain-dependent conduction behavior.

We observe a ∼2× increase in mean stresses if the particles are simply expanded, due to increased particle-particle contact. When a thin interface layer of binder is forced between particles appearing to be in contact, mean stresses are reduced by 4.5×, indicating that composite binder may play a large role in lithiation-induced stress mitigation. As NMC lithiation increases, there is an interplay between decreasing NMC electrical conductivity and increasing composite binder electrical conductivity as the binder is compressively strained by swelling NMC particles. Depending on the condition (fresh vs. cycled) of composite binder and conductivity magnitudes considered, this interplay has differing impact on the effective electrical conductivity of the composite cathode. In some cases, effective conductivity is relatively insensitive to lithiation as these two competing phenomena offset. We observe that the uniform binder coating mesostructure exhibits a significantly higher prediction of effective electrical conductivity due to its ability to conduct electricity across the entire domain without conducting through the NMC phase, while preferentially placing binder near particle-particle contact regions forces some conduction through the NMC particles. Therefore, we conclude that a more complex binder representation is necessary for accurate electrode-scale property prediction. Independent of binder placement, not accounting for the strain-dependence of the composite binder results in up to a 50% decrease in effective conductivity predictions, indicating that it is an important material property to incorporate in future simulation efforts. Lastly, we observe that binder coatings and particle expansions underpredict electrolyte tortuosity when compared to the binder-near-contacts approach, which could affect battery-scale simulations, especially at high charge/discharge rates. The algorithm placing composite binder near particle contacts and gaps best matches experimental imaging and these results lead us to the conclusion that this type of preferential placement has a large effect on property prediction and is therefore necessary for future simulation efforts.

Comparisons to related numerical studies may help to validate our results. This same NMC electrode data was used by Vadakkepatt et al. for an in-depth investigation of electrode effective thermal conductivity, and kᵢₒₒ values presented there agree with our values of 0.70–0.73 W/m-K for the non-expanded cases. The reported tortuosity value of 1.39 (ξ,κ ≈ 0.72, neglecting binder) for this electrode matches very well with our value of 1.36 for the raw particles reconstruction. While not directly comparable due to the use of significantly differing intrinsic composite binder conductivities, effective electrical conductivity values in Ref. 51 are consistent with the ranges predicted here in that they are significantly less than 1 S/m for their model at our composite binder pore space percentage of 23%. Tortuosity values of 2.75–3.25 are suggested, which is significantly higher than even our most tortuous result of τ = 1.83 in the contacts mesostructure.

Lastly, Mistry et al. calculated an effective electrical conductivity of 0.001 S/cm for a stochastic mesostructure composed of 95 wt% active material and 5% composite binder, which agrees with our Figure 17a.

A study of these properties and phenomena across multiple electrodes with varying composite binder loading percentages and calendaring pressures is a clear avenue for future work. Dependence of
stress generation and effective transport properties as a function of PVDF/carbon black loading and porosity would provide more information to battery-scale models that may wish to study long-range effects of varying such parameters. Additionally, we plan to consider recent evidence indicating that composite binder material is nanoporous and exhibits significantly reduced but measurable ionic conductivity once wetted with electrolyte. Comparisons between mesoscale behavior of various active materials (NMC vs. LCO) or between fresh vs. electrochemically cycled electrode geometries is another candidate for future work, again allowing battery-scale simulations to more accurately account for mesoscale phenomena across a wide parameter space.
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